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In tennis, "Battle of the Sexes" is a term that has been used to describe various exhibition matches played
between a man and a woman (or, in one case, a doubles match between two men and two women). Most
famously, the term is used for a nationally televised match in 1973, held at the Houston Astrodome, between
55-year-old Bobby Riggs and 29-year-old Billie Jean King, which King won in three sets.
Battle of the Sexes (tennis) - Wikipedia
General quarters, battle stations, or action stations is an announcement made aboard a naval warship to
signal that all hands (everyone available) aboard a ship must go to battle stations as quickly as possible..
According to The Encyclopedia of War, formerly "[i]n naval service, the phrase "beat to quarters" indicated a
particular kind of drum roll that ordered sailors to their posts for a ...
General quarters - Wikipedia
A general action, fight, or encounter, in which all the divisions of an army are or may be engaged; an
engagement; a combat.Â· A struggle; a contest. the battle of life 1886, Henry Morley, â€œIntroductionâ€•, in
A Journal of the Plague Yearâ€Ž[1], page v: [â€¦] and the whole intellectual battle that had at its centre the
best poem of the best ...
battle - Wiktionary
Winston Church and Abraham Lincoln are the two most significant political leaders to battle depression.
Winston Churchill navigated his country though a radical period of change and was Prime Minister of England
during World War II.
How Winston Churchill Beat Depression
The Battle Phase (Japanese: ãƒ•ãƒˆãƒ«ãƒ•ã‚§ã‚¤ã‚º Batoru Feizu) is the Phase in which battles are
conducted. A Battle Phase can be conducted every turn (except the first turn of the Duel) after the turn player
ends their Main Phase 1. "An Unfortunate Report", "Weather Report", and "Last Turn" are the only...
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